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Milhouse van houten parents

Millhouse and Millhouse Van Horten are redirected here. For other purposes, see Millhouse (ambiguity) and Millhouse (ambiguity). The Simpsons franchise Millhouse Van Hottender Simpson character first appeared by The Butterfinger Group (1988) and created by Matt Groening voice papamelenhank Azaria (almost kirk-ing) and space
information Springfield Elementary School FamilyKirk Van Houten (father), Space Information MaleGenderOccupationStudent, from Luan Van Houten, Yes Mussolini (mother), Sofia Nana Sophie Mussolini (maternal grandmother) relatives Norbert Jack Van Houten (father uncle), Bastado Paulo Mussolini (maternal uncle), Annika Van
Houten (cousin) Jill House Van Houten (father cousin) Simpson family origin Italian - Dutch - Dutch American millhouse Mussolini Mussolini Pamela Hayden voiced television The series The Simpsons was played by Matt Groening, who named the character after President Richard Nixon' middle name. Later in the series, it turns out that
both his middle name and maternal family name are Mussolini for Millhouse. Millhouse is Bart Simpson's best friend in mrs. Kravafell's fourth-grade class at Springfield Elementary School, is less secure, less deceived, less popular than Bart, and a regular target of Nelson Muntz and his friends, Jimbo Jones and Star Dolby. He also has a
crush on Bart's sister, Lisa, which is used as a plot element in many episodes. Millhouse is one of the few residents seen in Springfield, and in fact has a rather thick eyebrow. Profile Millhouse is from Italian, Greek, Danish and Dutch based on the opinions and characters introduced throughout the series. He has a mother's coloring, but
not her confidence. He has not only the face characteristics of his father, but also the main personality characteristics of the father (including disappointment, anxiety and generally depressive attitude). Millhouse is constantly being harassed by Nelson Muntz, Jimbo Jones, Dolph Stavim and Kini Zizitz, and Bart is a millhouse for Millhouse!
I think you had a 3 o'clock wedge with Nelson, little orphan Millie in the episode, Millhouse simply responded and I had to reschedule. They often inflict violence on the eccentric Millhouse, who wears thick glasses without being seen. Although Bart has a warm friend among other children at school except himself, Millhouse has made a
career of being damaged, although his overall true antagonist is school yard harassment at Springfield Elementary School (Nelson, Jimbo, Dolph, and Kinney). At sideshow Bob Roberts, Jimbo, Dolph, and Kinney wrapped the millhouse in a bumper sticker and put it in their shopping cart. After Jimbo Mummy is ready for a mysterious
journey!, and the harassment pushed the cart down a very steep hill with The Millhouse. He is frequently injured, for example, by running by a train, falling under a waterfall, getting electric shocks, grinding his head to the bone, and knocking his teeth down by a hockey puck. As a protagonist, he always survives and recovers and no longer
mentions injuries. He frequently visited female psychiatrists, unable to handle constant calls, and blocked his numbers. On one occasion, even though Bart was a friend, he tried to lure The Millhouse to the Cactus by putting it on the FBI's most wanted list. Millhouse is not always dependent on Bart. Bart sold his soul, Millhouse toys with
Bart's anxiety after Bart sold his soul for $5, and Millhouse asked for $50 to return it. On another occasion, Bart had to introduce millhouse to his girlfriend and explain why he and Millhouse were friends, but he couldn't come up with a good answer and admitted that it was due to geographical convenience. Bart admitted that he loved
Millhouse in Little Orphan Milly. [1] Homer sometimes mocks Millhouse (once he sees Millhouse in the presence of a boy as that little WINNER). In Burns, Baby Burns, Burns's son Larry brings Homer home. Mr. Burns was angry and told Homer that his son had nitz brought him home and talked to them, and Homer was always ah! Have
you ever heard of this child millhouse? Before he was interrupted by Burns... In an intentionally angry affair, Bart angered Homer, saying he was a little fascinated by The Millhouse. Bart and Millhouse appear to be the same height, but in the episode Radioactive Man, it turns out that Millhouse is at least an inch larger than Bart. Millhouse
is often the butt of a variety of jokes, including being beaten by Nelson to deliver a love note from Lisa (nelson's idea from the Millhouse) to deliver a love note. A side deal arranged between Bart, Edna Kravafel, and Principal Skinner allows the school to accidentally inherit Bart's disastrous permanent record at school, allowing bart and
margie school counselors to accidentally pick up the wrong folder and disqualify the budding homosexuals provided by Homer and Margie from the hottest and most popular jobs. He visits his maternal grandmother in Tuscany every two weeks, so he is fluent in Italian (the last of the Red Hat Mamas). She hated English and beat him every
time he spoke English, thus he had no choice but to learn Italian. He also started wet bed He helps Lisa learn Italian, but in other episodes there is no mention of his Italian background or language skills. Millhouse's personality changed greatly when speaking Italian, being a popular confident woman's man in the Italian community in
Springfield in an episode. The opening sequence of the show and various scenes of band practice suggest that Millhouse play brass or woodwind instruments, perhaps clarinet or trumpet, but besides Lisa, all Springfield elementary school band members are very poor musicians. Millhouse is allergic to honey, wheat, dairy, mistletoe, holly,
the red part of the candy cane, and their tears. Romance Millhouse has a fondness for Lisa, but they remain close friends, admitting that they like Nelson, as seen on lisa's dense date. At the end of the episode, Millhouse, who doesn't like Nelson, asks Lisa who will be her next crush. Lisa responds snugly that she can be anyone, and
Millhouse rejoices. His feelings about Lisa were used in episodes set outside the show's main story line. For example, the episode Lisa's wedding shows what the future for Springfield can hold at the time of 15 years. Millhouse is Homer's boss at a nuclear power plant, and after learning of Lisa's impending marriage, Millhouse recalls her
previous date with Lisa and says she may not be married, and then gets angry and prepares for Homer's annual review. Later in the episode, Lisa suggested that she had already lost her virginity, wondering if it was acceptable to wear a white wedding dress; Margie tells her that Millhouse is not counted. In The Future Holiday (2011),
which opened in 2041, Lisa and Millhouse are married and have a daughter, Jia. Lisa has always been opposed to going out with Milhouse (e.g. lisa's date and future-drama), but after Millhouse begins tutoring Lisa in Italian and takes her to Little Italy in Springfield, she begins to develop a secret crush on her until she catches a girl named
Angelica at the end of The Red Hat. She slapped him like she did and started cursing in Italian. Millhouse's first real girlfriend was Samantha Stankey, a new student who moved from Phoenix, Arizona to Springfield, from Bart's Friend Falls in episode Love. In response to Bart's call, after her father caught her and a kiss in the Millhouse, he
sent her to a Catholic girls' school run by French-Canadian nuns. Millhouse's official first kiss was with Samantha Stankey in the aforementioned episode, but it contradicted the way Millhouse was not in the episode where he accidentally kissed Homer. The episode Homer Scissors at Hand Millhouse is a fifth grade, taffy dating. The
relationship ended when Millhouse and Taffy captured Lisa watching them in the bushes. Taffy to Lisa Still loving her, Lisa kisses Millhouse. Lisa told Millhouse that she shouldn't give up looking for other girls, and that there are unexpected things in her life. Creation Millhouse was designed by Matt Groening for butterfinger ads and
decided to use the characters in the series. [2] Millhouse was named after U.S. President Richard Nixon, whose name was Millhouse. The name matt groening was an unfortunate name for the child. [3] A year ago, in a Hell's Life cartoon titled Singing A Baby In 1986, Groening listed the Millhouse as no longer recommended. [4] Millhouse
is a favorite house among employees, as Al Jean pointed out that most writers are more like Millhouse than Bart. [3] His surname was given to him by the freelance writer Howard Geweitz, who wrote an episode called Homer Justice. Geweitz got his name from one of his wife's friends. [5] According to Arden Mirin and Dana Gould (former
writer and co-producers of the Simpsons), Rob Cohen (The Simpsons writer) inspired Millhouse's look. [6] See the reference ^ Bart: Oh, I love him so much! ^ Groening, Matt (2006). A little from animators, Simpson explains the commentary on Density and Lisa's date: the complete eighth season [DVD]. Twentieth Century Fox. ^ b Joe
Rose (2000-10-21). Flash! 24 Simpsons star revealed himself. TV guide. ^ Groening, Matt (1997). A huge book of hell. p. 54. ^ Geweitz, Howard (2003). Episode Homer Justice (DVD) simpsons season 3 DVD commentary. Twentieth Century Fox. ^ 2014-10-14 13m30s Dana Gould Hour. Search 2014-11-15 External Link Millhouse
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